
L PeopleMatter LEARN™

Train and grow a skilled, passionate team.

Content library
Upload your own job training 

content — as much and as often as 
you want — to get new hires and 

team members ready to roll.


Assignments

Assign and track training by specific 
job, location, date, and more to 

make sure employees are on the 
right page at the right time.


Third-party content

Build out your content sourcing 
strategy with built-in content. Pre-
made courses save you time and 

provide targeted industry training.



LEARN Something™ courses
Access our free, pre-loaded training 

videos and courses that cover 
fundamentals from great customer 

service to proper handwashing.

Free smartphone app
Stay up-to-date with what needs to get 

done. Our mobile app lets managers 
and team members track training 

progress and assignments on-the-go.


Online training

Take training with you. Mobile technology 
lets managers and employees access 
training 24/7 via the Web and track 

their progress via smartphone.



Prerequisites
Attach course pre-reqs to build a 

curriculum and keep your training order 
in order. Team members know what’s 

expected and you know they’re prepared.


Categories

Tag courses with custom categories 
to keep all of your training organized. 
Powerful filtering then makes finding 

exactly what you need simple.


Reports

See what’s working and what’s not by 
running company-wide reports that 

track training progress, comprehension 
and everything inbetween.



Question pool
Pull from a company-shared 

question pool to quickly build tests 
and a bank of best practices that 

your entire team can access.


Course creation

Create unlimited courses on 
unlimited topics. Online tools help 

you make training custom, consistent 
and effective, companywide.

Test creation
Measure training comprehension 

with completely configurable tests 
that let you pick everything from 

question format to pre-reqs.

What You Get In PeopleMatter LEARN™
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Build and personalize content
Not everyone learns the same way, 
so you should be able to cater your 
training to fit different learning  
styles. That’s why PeopleMatter  
LEARN™ lets you personalize the 
courses to reflect your company and 
brand. Create and upload unlimited 
content in video, document or 
SCORM formats. Varying content 
and keeping it fresh increases 
your training effectiveness and 
keeps your team engaged. 

Assign training and tests
To make sure your team is ready to put 
their training to use, you need to make 
sure they understand it. PeopleMatter 
offers an engaging mix of test formats 
to make training an interactive 
experience. Tests not only motivate 
your employees to master necessary 
skills, they also give you the visibility 
to see where training is working...
and where it’s not. When your team 
is able to grow their skills, they’re 
happier and stay with you longer.

Measure success
With real-time performance and 
progress reports you can get the 
big picture, or drill down into the 
details. Measuring training success 
allows you to identify areas that need 
improvement, and address them 
immediately. With course feedback 
like employee ratings, comments and 
recommendations, you can make sure 
you’re training your team in a way that 
resonates and allows them to deliver 
the best possible customer service.

PeopleMatter LEARN™  Helps You

Hear from customers, watch demo videos and see more features at  www.peoplematter.com/learn

How It Works

 

 

Build your 
content

from third-party content, LEARN 
Something™ courses and your  

content library  

using course and test creation,  
prerequisites and assignments

via online training with reports and our free 
smartphone app

Create just-for- 
you courses

Train your 
team

See how  
everyone’s doing





Customer Results

“    PeopleMatter is the rubber 
band that holds us all 
together. As a trainer, it 
allows me to distribute 
current information to the 
entire workforce at once, and 
then track the results.”                            
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